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When you say “Baba, Baba”, Maya runs away. When you say “I, I”, Maya

kills you. You have to change your language in every respect. Always keep

the shield of “Baba, Baba’ with you. Any obstacle that comes will be finished

by that shield.

The  easier  and  simpler  someone  is,  the  more  easily  he  can  stay  in

remembrance. Who can remain simple and easy? The clearer someone is in

every aspect, that is the more honest he is, the more simple and easy he will

be.  The  easier  and  simpler  he  is,  the  more  he  will  be  able  to  stay  in

remembrance, and the more he will be able to make others into easy effort-

makers. His creation will have the same sanskars as him.

You have to make all tasks elevated. With easiness, simplicity, and tolerance

in your thoughts, words and actions, every task becomes elevated. Easiness

and tolerance have to go together hand in hand. Easiness without tolerance

is called innocence. Easiness with tolerance is power. Shaktis have to have

both the virtues of easiness and tolerance. There has to be balance between

the two. You have to have sweetness and be the embodiment of power. The

images of the deities have as much coolness as they are the embodiment of

fire. Their task is that of a fire, and their face is cool. This is the final stage.

What is the give and take between Brahmins. To give love and to receive

love. By giving and receiving love you also receive the Father’s love, and

this is how those who have love come close. The more you remain bodiless,



the more loving you will be.

You must not have any thoughts of weakness, even in your dreams. These

weaknesses are from many births and you have to finish all weaknesses in

this  birth.  Never  say “I  cannot  do this”.  You can do anything.  Nothing is

impossible. You should experience difficult things to be easy. You have to

become master almighty authorities, the ones with all powers. Not even one

power should be lacking.

Whenever you are alone, always think that  you have company, that Shiv

Baba is with you, and you will  not be lonely. You must definitely practice

having company, even whilst living alone. And whilst living with others, let

there be the practice of being alone. You should be able to live with others

and also live alone.  To be alone means to be detached,  and to be in a

gathering means to be loving. You have to be detached as well as loving.

Externally you have to be on your own, and internally you have to have that

Company. When you have external company, you forget to be alone.

Those who stay in the consciousness of being a soul in the centre of the

forehead for a long period are very few. Very few remain in the forehead,

and many remain in the heart. Everyone’s vision goes first to the forehead,

and so you have to become jewels of the forehead.

Never say ‘sometime’, but say ‘now’. Never say ‘I will see’ but say ‘ I will do it

now’.



You will become complete with all the virtues in the future anyway, but now

you have to become complete with all the powers. The more you become

complete with all the powers, the more you will be complete with all virtues.

You need a balance in the powers of love, relationships, co-operation, and

tolerance. Those who are courageous receive help. You cannot receive help

by  asking  for  it.  You  have  to  maintain  courage.  Constantly  remain

courageous and you will automatically receive help from BapDada and the

divine family.

You must be the embodiment of love and also the embodiment of power.

There is a need for both love and power. You become victorious through

power, and you come into relationship with others through love. All of you

are lucky stars anyway, but now you have to consider yourselves the stars of

success. Those who do not have any desire of instant fruit attain success.

Achcha.
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